
HOW TO WRITE NUMBERS IN SPANISH

Spanish numbers are easy with these simple tricks for memorising them (with fast about 1, with nothing the
â€œten-thousandsâ€• column, write mil, with no un.

Review a complete interactive transcript under the Dialogue tab, and find words and phrases listed under
Vocab. Like this lesson Share Dealing with large quantities is common in our world. When you want to say
something like 'Hundreds of people' you'd make it plural: Cientos de personas. Count backwards from 3 as
you get ready to start new activities! Pronunciation of Years The years in Spanish are pronounced the same as
other cardinal numbers are. Travelling around Numbers are crucial if you are planning on doing any travel in a
Spanish speaking country. The region in which the tourism project is to be implemented should have potential
for tourism development as defined in the criteria for sustainable tourism and ecotourism, especially with
regard to biodiversity and natural resources in the form of fauna and flora. For example, is said ciento
cincuenta, is ciento uno, is ciento ochenta y tres, while is just said cien. Cervantes was born in the middle of
the 16th Century. You can tap on any word to look it up instantly. There are plenty of reasons! Imagine getting
lost and asking how far away a certain destination is? Some countries that have more of a U. This could be
money, time, products, or even people. But U. When there is exactly one hundred of something and the
number is used with the noun, you use the shortened form cien, whether that noun is masculine or feminine.
Thus 1,,,, would be a billion in British English but a trillion in U. In this lesson, you will learn how to
communicate using large numbers in Spanish. The Royal Spanish Academy has suggested the use of millardo
for 1,,,, although the term has not gained widespread use except in reference to economic issues. It will also
make in depth analysis of the protection of the investors under the number 20 in Spanish. Spanish Numbers
Counting in Spanish is pretty easy. And though you might think counting in Spanish is easy, there are a few
tricky little rules you need to get your head around if you want to avoid making mistakes. In fact, after
greetings they may be one of the first things you learn. Speaking about yourself Sure there are birthdays and
age to consider but what if you just want to tell someone that you visited Spain as a child. FluentU takes
real-world videos, like music videos, commercials, news and inspiring talks, and turns them into Spanish
learning experiences. Spanish Numbers - to To count by hundreds, the plural form of ciento is used - cientos -
along with the appropriate number, and it is written as one word. If someone says that they can meet on a
certain date, you need to be confident that you have the right date! Talking about age Someone asks you your
age in Spanish.


